
Brazil offers a landscape diverse and beautiful as a backdrop, and the
chance to sample the real gaucho world, and make no mistake, this is for
real! The hardened gauchos and their agile beloved “Criollo” steeds make
a formidable combination in the environment of their work.

The “Gaucho do Brasil,” the legendary South American cowboy, refuses to
break with tradition which makes for; Dixit UNESCO: the gaucho way of
life the liveliest equestrian culture in the world. The Brazilian Gaucho lives
in the southern states of Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do Sul, and all
have roots in Europe due to the large numbers of immigrants who
arrived in the 18th & 19th centuries.

BRAZIL GAUCHO 
T R A I L  R I D E

On average, we will be 6 to 7 hours per day in the saddle, make our way
across rolling grasslands, riding through Araucaria forests, crossing pristine
rivers and, in general, off the beaten track of southern Brazil.

The “Criollo” horse is just as legendary, an intelligent animal with unequaled
stamina as well as being fast and highly maneuverable and a joy to ride.

Here we find the well-preserved colonial Tropeiro Route. This 250 years old
tropeiro route was the route of cattle and mules between the Rio Grande do
Sul and Argentina to Sao Paulo.

Every evening means a different Fazenda, colonial Fazendas where time has
stood still with rooms filled with antique furniture and large country kitchens,
a perfect atmosphere to sample the local brew Chimarão (maté, a sort of tea)
and Pinga (local rum).

trip highlights:

duration
08 days - 07 nights

riding days
06 days

group size

06 - 15 riders

riding level

Medium

price from $ 2685,00
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day 1: Fazenda da Chapada.
Your travel guide will be waiting for you on your arrival at the

Florianópolis airport. Transfer by car to Fazenda da Chapada, near

Lages (4 hours).

When you arrive at the farm, you will be welcomed with a local drink,

during this time you get introduced to Daniel, the proprietor, and you

will also be able to meet some of the gauchos that will accompany you

throughout the trip, as well as get to know the horses. Installation in

the cozy and comfortable rooms of the Fazenda At nightfall, after a

delicious dinner, you will have the opportunity to chat and socialize at

the fazenda's bar. Our local gauchos will perform music from the area.

It will be a perfect opening night!

day 2 : Fazenda da Chapada - Fazenda Rodeio Bonito
Following breakfast, we saddle our horses early and leave around

09:00 in the direction of Fazenda Rodeio Bonito. After the first couple

of minutes, we will notice how beautiful the region is. We ride

through wide and undulating green fields dotted with Araucaria trees

and cross pristine rivers. You'll certainly never forget your first gallop

with your Criollo horse. After 4 hour, we reach a typical Fazenda where

lunch is awaiting us. After a good meal and nap, we will continue to

Fazenda Rodeio Bonito. In this section of the journey, we will find the

well-preserved colonial road of the Tropeiro. Route with more than

250 years of age. Which was used to take the cattle and mules

between the Rio Grande do Sul and Argentina, to Sao Paulo. Built of

stone by the slaves, it involves a road measuring about 4 meters wide

that runs for hundreds of kilometers through Coxilha Rica and the

State of Santa Catarina.  The name Tropeiro means "Soldier" (The

route of the troops). We will advance along this route for a few

kilometers until we reach the Fazenda Rodeio Bonito in the late

afternoon, where Lucia, the owner, is waiting for us with a delicious

and abundant dinner. Here we spend the night.

day 3 : Fazenda Rodeio Bonito
After a good and early breakfast, we ride our criollos and walk through

the rugged landscape of Coxilha. The ride goes up and down, we jog

and ride, crossing rivers and seeing waterfalls. On top of a green

mountain, you have a fantastic panoramic view of the landscape, just

you and the great outdoors! Coxilha has been a great cattle region

since colonial times. Most of the cattle ranches (Fazendas) consisting

of thousands of acres are already over 200 years old. We arrive at a

small farm where Doña Vera has prepared a fantastic lunch. In the

afternoon, we ride for another three and a half hours until we reach

Fazenda Rodeio Bonito again. After a refreshing shower and a

delicious dinner, a soft bed is waiting for you at this cozy Fazenda.

itinerary
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day 4 : Fazenda Rodeio Bonito - Fazenda Lua Cheia 
We left on horseback by nine, heading for the high pampas of

Coxilha Rica, the sights are breathtaking. The horses, the gauchos,

the landscapes, the atmosphere in the group, the feeling of

freedom, no one wants to return home after this journey. Right after

lunch, we continue our ride to the next Fazenda; Fazenda Lua Cheia,

where the owners, Dido and Sonia, had prepared the best roast

lamb in the entire country. Dido is a veterinarian and loves to

barbecue. Dido is a veterinarian and also loves to prepare grills. 

 They make it cozy, with a drink and some of life's gaucho music.

day 5 : Fazenda Luca Cheia - Fazenda Sâo Joâo Rancho 
After breakfast, we will saddle up our horses to start our ride, but

sometimes, depending on the time of year, we can take part in some

ranch activities, just for those who are interesting!. Some of these

tasks are: lowering the cattle to the corral to get some treatment or

vaccination, or if you want, you can learn how to use the rope with

our gaucho friends!. After lunch, we continue to the next Fazenda.

Once we arrive here, we will take off our boots, and get ready to

enjoy the table with a tasty dinner. Overnight a the Fazenda Sâo Joâo

day 6 : Fazenda Sâo Joâo - Fazenda Ferradura
We will saddle the horses to initiate a new great day, after breakfast.

We regularly ride towards other gauchos who are engaged in labor.

This South American cowboy still lives and works in the same way

that they did over 100 years back. The gauchos and the horses match

up very well together, living as we can only wish. The ride regularly

invites us to a good gallop. We arrived at Fazenda Ferradura, where

will be welcomed by the owner Benjamin Krüzen. A tasty food is

waiting for us. Overnight in this Fazenda.

day 7 : Fazenda Ferradura - Fazenda da Chapada
We finish our breakfast, and then we begin our last day in the

saddle. Today it will be a good ride to the Fazenda da Chapada,

where Daniel, the owner, will welcome us with a Caipirinha. 

The ladies of the house will prepare a delicious dinner, while the

talented gauchos sing to us their best songs. The bottle of Pinga it's

passed around - and sometimes we dare to dance! It will be a

pleasant night, we will enjoy the warm gaucho environment, and we

will build friendships with the locals. Overnight at the Fazenda.

day 8 : Fazenda da Chapada - Florianopolis
After our breakfast, we say goodbye to the Fazenda, the gauchos,

and the horses, and we head towards the Florianópolis airport at

about 8:00 a.m. End of the program.
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NOT included

book now

A warm sweater 
A warm jacket 
Waterproof poncho or overall
4 or 5 T-shirts and a minimum of 2 shirts with
long sleeves.
Jodhpurs or jeans to ride with 
Riding shoes or boots/riding shoes with mini-
chaps or long chaps
The second pair of shoes for the evening
Comfortable clothing + a Hat to protect you
from the sun
One towel
Swimsuit 
Toiletries
Sun Cream
Water canteen 
Camera…

* We have saddlebags available for you!
*It is recommended to put your luggage in a travel
bag instead of a hard suitcase. 10 bags are easier to
get in the backup vehicle than 10 suitcases.  (thanks!)

Accommodation: evenings in comfortable, authentic, rural
farm rooms in different fazendas. The rooms are arranged in
double rooms, some fazendas have three or four bed rooms.. 
Meals: from the first-day dinner to last day breakfast.
Open Bar - All you can drink
Guides:  professional and multilingual guides.   
Backup Vehicle: brings your personal luggage to the daily
overnight camp place. 
Horses & tack, including saddlebags.
Transfer: from the Airport of Florianopolis (FLN) to the Fazenda
and vice-versa.

Travel Insurance and Trip Cancellation Insurance are
Mandatory: ask your local insurance company or travel agent
about it. You will not be allowed to participate in this riding
holiday without having both of these personal travel insurance. 
Flights: international and local flights are NOT included.
Gateway is Florianopolis (FLN)    
Single Supplement: only possible if we have a single room
available and in case we have a single room is not extra charged.
Personal expenses 
Tips: (optional)
Booking Sales Tax: USD 33,00 per person per payment

included

travel gear

travel dates 2022

22 -29 January

price from $ 2685,00
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09 - 16 April 

20 - 27 November

https://www.latinoamericatrails.com/book-registration


travel documentation

International Passport:  Required for most foreigners
(still 6 months valid)
Visa:  most European and Latin American citizens do not
need a visa to travel to Brazil. Contact the Brazilian
Embassy in your country for more information. 
Travel Insurance is mandatory.
Trip Cancelation Insurance, mandatory.
International and local flights tickets. Gateway is
Florianopolis (FLN)
Vaccinations: not mandatory but recommended (consult
your physician)
Luggage: the maximum allowable weight of your luggage
depends from airline to airline. Check with the airline or
travel agent how many kilograms and pieces of luggage
you can take. Your personal luggage is transported during
the trek to the various stopovers.

travel detail
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Currency: The Brazilian currency is REAL. = R$
Health: Southern Brazil is a safe region in terms of
health. You can easily eat and drink anything without being
stomach bothered. Eating raw vegetables, salads and ice-
creams is no problem. There are no vaccinations required
and there is no malaria in this part of Brazil. In case of
illness or an accident, there are good hospitals and
doctors nearby.
Language: Portuguese is the official language in
Brazil, but do not worry our guide speaks  6 languages
and will help and translate with pleasure where needed.
Safety: Brazil has not always the best reputation for
safety and crime. This is primarily and almost exclusively
in large cities such as São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and
Recife. The state of Santa Catarina and its capital city
Florianópolis is quiet and completely safe. Our ride passes
through the region of Coxilha Rica where there is no need
to worry at all!.!
The Electricity and plugs click here
General information click here 
Time: click here

general information, country

Horses: Mangalarga Brazilian criollos (Crioulo in
Portuguese)
The riding: Trail-ride, 6 days on horseback, riding from
one place to the other, average of 6 to 7 hours per day in
the saddle.
Saddles: comfortable Gaucho-saddles.
Guides: professional and multilingual guides.
Comfort: clean and comfortable ranch rooms.
Riding level: Suitable for intermediate to experienced
rider. You should be confident on a horse at all paces. 
Group Size: Minimum 06 participants and Maximum  15
riders
Riders weight limit: 120 Kg

riding, general information

https://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/ar/brazil/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
http://www.worldtimeserver.com/


A one-off payment is due at time of booking to secure your
reservation and is non-refundable. (amount of the payment is
indicated on the booking form).
In case you are not able to make a one-off payment at the time of
booking then we accept payment in 2 Installments as follows:

Advance Payment of 50% upon reservation to secure your
reservation and is non-refundable.
Remaining balance due 70 days (10 weeks) + USD 200
late payment fee prior to Check-In date and is non-refundable. 

When you make a booking, you guarantee that you have the
authority to accept and do accept on behalf of your party the terms of
these booking conditions. A contract will exist as soon as you have
returned us the booking form signed and completed and have
transferred the payment.

1.

2.

The price due is based on the minimum number of participants in a
group. (min. number of participants mentioned per destination on our
website). In general, the total number of participants will be known
when you book or around 5 weeks before arrival.

Rates and prices subject to change as prices are linked to the local
currency of the destination you are traveling to, in case of strong
exchange rate fluctuations, the price can be adjusted up to 3 weeks
before departure.

Bank Charges: When doing a payment to us, bear in mind that all
bank charges are to be paid by the client. If bank charges are passed on
to us, we will charge you these bank fees on your balance payment or
cash during your stay with us.

Booking Sales Tax USD 33,00 per person per payment
is not included in the published price.

Late bookings: When booking late = less than 10 weeks
before departure, you should deposit 100% of the trip cost at
once. Only when we have received the full payment you will be
allowed to participate in the ride.

Booking Conditions & Cancellation Policies
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Injury or illness of insured, travel companion, family
member, or business partner.
Hurricane or natural disaster strikes destination.
Bankruptcy or financial default of travel company.
Terrorism or mandatory evacuation at the destination.
Death or hospitalization of the destination host.
Home or business damaged, vandalized, or burglarized.
Jury duty, a required court appearance, or military
redeployment.
Required to work, terminated, or transferred.

Please note that when accepting your booking we rely on the
information you give us in your booking form, including information
about riding ability and weight. If there are inaccuracies we may ask
you not to ride, so please complete the form accurately.

TRAVEL Insurance MANDATORY: We request you take a travel
Insurance. Ask your local insurance company or travel agent about it.
You will not be allowed to participate in this program without having
personal Travel & Medical insurance. Your insurance details will be
requested on arrival. 

TRIP Cancellation Insurance MANDATORY: In order to protect
yourself against unforeseen circumstances interfering with your
vacation, we demand that you purchase a trip cancellation insurance
policy. You can use any travel insurance company you are comfortable
with.

A trip cancellation coverage reimburses 100% of your pre-
paid, non-refundable travel expenses if you have to cancel your trip for
a covered reason. The covered reasons for trip cancellation are also the
covered reasons for trip interruptions. 

From most insurance companies (like for example Allianz) you can
purchase a Medical & Trip Cancellation Insurance policy as a package.
For a small percentage of your travel sum, you are 100% secured.

Typically covered reasons for trip cancellation/interruption
include:



Victim of felonious assault prior to the trip.
Traffic accident prior to the trip.
Theft of passport or visa prior to the trip.
School year extension.
Legal separation or divorce.

Release Agreement: The travelers are required to sign a release
agreement at the time of check-in. This is mandatory and guests cannot
participate in the tour without signing the release agreement (all money
paid are non-refundable). Please feel free to read the release
agreement prior to your arrival. Parents or legal guardians of minor
children are required to sign the release agreement on their children’s
behalf. 

Rules: we are not so much into rules, but we reserve the right to refuse
service to any individual who jeopardizes the health, safety, and welfare
of any of our guests, staff, family & community members, animals &
livestock, or who refuses to follow the rules we have established for
your safety and welfare during your visit with us.

Trail Itinerary: We will do everything possible to follow the indicated
itinerary, although spot changes can occur due to unforeseen
circumstances. Rides are subject to change depending on weather,
location, and difficulty of terrain  In the unlikely event that this happens
on your trip, we ask you flexibility and understanding

Booking Conditions & Cancellation Policies
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w w w . l a t i n o a m e r i c a t r a i l s . c o m
in fo@ lat inoamer icat ra i l s .com

F i n d  u s

https://www.instagram.com/latinoamericatrails/
https://www.facebook.com/latinoamericatrails
https://www.pinterest.es/LatinoAmericaTrails
https://www.latinoamericatrails.com/
https://www.latinoamericatrails.com/

